Suggested Apps for Traveling to France

Google Translate
Easier than carrying around a English to French dictionary & very helpful if your French isn’t perfect. Needs wifi to function.

City Maps 2Go
Great app for traveling. Allows you to pre-download city maps and can track your movement along the map WITHOUT wifi connection.

Any Unit Converting App
Until you get used to everything being measured in metric and temperatures in Celsius one of any of the many available conversion apps will be very handy.

Sound Hound
You will hear music in France and while traveling and will want to find it later. Even without wifi this app will listen to the music and when you reconnect to wifi it will search and tell you the name of the song.

xe Currency Converter
This great little app gives you up-to-date information about exchange rates of every currency. Great for finding out if you’re spending more than you think on something.

WhatsApp
This app is very widely used in Europe and many other parts of the world. It’s used as an international messaging app that uses wifi. This app is more useful when you get back from France and want to keep in touch with your new friends.